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Tour Leaders: Yordan Kutsarov

Group: Lynne, Phil & Chris

Early arrival: Friday, 12 April
We all met at Sofia airport, where we drove to the centre and your lodgings for the night, Hotel

Arte.

Day One: Saturday, 13 April
Yordan and Chris arrived after breakfast and we left Sofia, heading south for the Rila

Monastery, a UNESCO monument in a valley on the western slopes of the Rila mountain and

national park. We had a walk around the main church, examining its detailed wall paintings

on the out and inside, which are quite different to what we see in churches of other

denominations in the UK. Ghouls and executions aplenty. We didn't have any luck with black

redstarts here, which was a shame, but there were crag martins to enjoy.
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Lunch

Just down from the monastery we stopped for our first trout lunch of the trip, with a great big

salad and tzatziki (yoghut sauce).

Afternoon

Continuing south, with the Rila and then Pirin mountains on our left, we had a brief stop at the

Kresna gorge, although it started to rain a little. Still, we got a brief glimpse of nightingale and

then a lesser spotted woodpecker here.

We arrived at Rupite, in an extinct volcano crater, where people were bathing in hot springs

and streams, across the way from the house of the fortune teller, Baba Vanga.

After we’d spotted a black-eared wheatear on an old concrete pipe, Yordan, a dragonfly

expert, was pleased to see the first of the year’s dragons in the warm waters (scarce chaser).

They, as well as birds and butterflies, had been affected (and would continue to be affected

through the spring) by the unseasonal cold in 201 9, which was unfortunately mimicking the

weird spring of 201 8. At the same time, the north of Europe was enjoying unseasonably warm

springs this year, as last.
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Dinner

Before sunrise we crossed to the other side of the motorway and arrived in the wine region and

village of Melnik, where we stayed in a hotel built around an old hamman. After checking-in,

we tucked into a local meat and aubergine casserole in ceramic pots. Yordan explained the

different indigenous grape varieties, although we chose to give the local Melnik grape a miss

after a quick tasting, in favour of a grape from Yordan’s home in the north of the country.

New bird species:

Common buzzard, common cuckoo, lesser spotted woodpecker, coal tit, calandra lark, crag

martin, blackcap, nightingale, northern wheatear, black-eared wheatear. white wagtail,

chaffinch, hawfinch, corn bunting.



Day Two: Sunday, 14 April

Morning

The day started with a gentle stroll down the main street of Melnik, attempting to decrypt the

various signs in Bulgarian along the way, whilst taking in the seemingly Escher-esque nature

of the region’s architecture. Once in the car and not far out of Melnik we stopped by a winery

to nightingale song, which we tried to find but kept failing. We did get a distant glimpse of a

woodchat shrike though, as we looked back in the distance to the volcano crater by Rupite.
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Continuing south, toward the Greek border, we turned to the east and drove along the

southern edge of the Pirin mountains, starting to climb out of the rolling country and scrub of

wine country into forest. Yordan stopped for a short walk by the side of the road at some

openings and meadows and here we were pleased to get good views of a friendly crested tit,

which had to compete with a fire salamander crawling around behind us. A treecreeper was

very obliging here too, and as we walked back up to the car we happened upon four

nutcracker, which were quite the treat.

Volcano crater of Rupite,
from yesterday
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Climbing again we headed for our hotel in Trigrad, via a quick stop by a Roman era bridge. As

we left the main road, the gorge was soon upon us, with the river having just carved out

enough space to build a road (with the help of a few tunnels).

Lunch

The idea for today was a packed lunch by a stream in the forest, although we actually got

snow. Still, a short walk after brought good sightings of crossbills.

Afternoon

We continued east, out of the forests, down into a plain and then back up into the mountains

again, having left Pirin and now into the Rhodope range. Yordan knew a good bit of forest

opening near the Despot reservoir (which we all remarked seemed a bit like a river and forest

scene in Scandinavia not southern Europe), where the highlight here had to be the 1 2+ ring

ouzel flittering around the tops of the trees, and this is the S & C European subspecies alpestris.

On the way back down to the river we were treated to a black stork fly by.



Dinner

We checked in to Akran Han, a faithfully designed traditional coach house, above the village of

Trigrad, on its own in a large meadow. Dinner was risotto all round, and Yordan recommended

a wine, after a sampling of the local, barrel-aged firewater.

New bird species

Black stork, grey heron, yellow legged gull, wood pigeon, hoopoe, great spotted woodpecker,

woodchat shrike, jay, spotted nutcracker, hooded crow, raven, crested tit, great tit, skylark,

crested lark, barn swallow, house martin, red-rumped swallow, long-tailed tit, chiffchaff,

firecrest, wren, treecreeper, starling, blackbird, ring ouzel alpestris, mistle thrush, robin, black

redstart, common redstart, white-throated dipper, house sparrow, Spanish sparrow, tree

sparrow, bullfinch, greenfinch, red crossbill, serin.
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Day Three: Monday, 15 April

Morning

Today was all about the gorge, and we started by climbing down into the depths of the Devil’s

cave, imaging Orpheus passing through on his way to lull Persephone and Hades into

releasing Eurydice from the underworld.

Once outside we tried for Trigrad’s wallcreepers, but they were not around their known nesting

place (annoyingly they did return to nest later in the spring and people ponder on whether they

were held up by the year’s rubbish April. Not a lot of consolation for us mind).

Yordan spotted and pointed out a few of the area’s endemic plants, Haberlea rhodopensis,

Saxifraga sepervivum and the superbly named Saxifraga ferdinandi-coburgi rhodopea, named

after the man who identified it, Ferdinand Maximillian Leopold Maria of Saxe-Coburg and

Gotha, at that time also dabbling in a zero-hour contract job as the King of Bulgaria.

Lunch

After a quick stop in the Bear Information Centre, we went next door for another lunch of

grilled trout and local beer.
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Afternoon

Descending through the gorge, we first explored another stream, before taking a walk into a

forest hoping for white-backed woodpecker. No such luck there, but we had brilliant views of

chamois grazing the slopes opposite us, as well as good views of marsh and willow tit.

Evening

Back at the hotel, Lynne was served a potato omelette and the carnivores had huge meatballs

in sauce. Plus a few G&Ts.

New bird species:

Mallard, collared dove, turtle dove, marsh tit, willow tit, song thrush, pied flycatcher, dunnock,

grey wagtail.
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Day Four: Tuesday, 16 April

Morning

Leaving Trigrad and the western Rhodope, we headed east and descended to Smolyan. Just

outside the town, we went up to a small lake where we had a lawn full of ring ouzel and cirl

bunting.
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Lunch

Back on the road, we stopped at a roadside caff for lunch, with a calendar of medieval

Bulgarian kings. After this the scenery changed and we swapped evergreen forests for

Mediterranean scrub and rolling countryside. It warmed up too!



Afternoon

Yordan stopped us near a pond to see what dragon and damselflies may be accompanying any

water birds. We weren’t expecting to flush a bittern as Yordan examined the reed beds for

dragonflies. Unfortunately, it was still too early for the Bulgarian emerald dragonfly, a rather

special and localised species, but we did get great views of hoopoe and green and grey-headed

woodpecker. And no birds were harmed by the local cat with a taste for egret.
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Driving past the dam and city of Kardzhali, we stopped by the side of the water where

Dalmatian pelicans were visible through our bins. We also got a goshawk, which was high,

high in the sky, but was doubly-sure identified, rather cleverly, by Phil’s Merlin app.

Evening

After checking in at Complex Arda, on the banks of the river of the same name, we met a

group of Swiss naturalists and sat down for dinner.

New bird species:

Mute swan, little grebe, white stork, bittern, great egret, little egret, Dalmatian pelican,

cormorant, goshawk, long-legged buzzard, black-headed gull, little gull, green woodpecker,

grey-headed woodpecker, kestrel, blue tit, goldcrest, short-toed treecreeper, stonechat, yellow

wagtail, goldfinch, yellowhammer, cirl bunting
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Day Five: Wednesday, 17 April

Morning

The first stop was the plateau with the vulture feeding station, and sure enough, waiting for us

were perching griffon vultures. Not soon after arriving they gave us multiple fly-bys.
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A little down the road from the station we stopped for a pair of wheatears and Spanish

sparrows, plus a faded Southern festoon was sunning itself and allowing good photographs.



Once out of the villages we found blue rock thrush (albeit at a great distance) on the crags of

this volcanic landscape.

And the rest of the day was spent inside the second of the trip’s extinct volcano craters, which

the Arda now runs through. (The first crater was at Rupite at the end of the first day).
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Driving back downhill, the scrub was full of warblers and on the way to Madzharovo we had

the first of a few little owls atop roofs or inside chimneys, alongside a line of white storks –

ever-present on electricity poles throughout the Balkans.
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Lunch

In Madzharovo we stopped at the Bulgarian Society for the Protection of Bird’s info centre and

restaurant for lunch. Once fed, Yordan took us to some pools by the side of the road that few

would ever find, where he picked out some dragonfly lavae from the pool, found a stream frog

(Rana graeca) and a newt. Chris said it was minute, which Yordan found morally dubious and

he said that no one should take possession of them…

(A man walks into the bar with a newt on his shoulder.

He orders a drink for him and his newt, Tiny.

“Why’s he called Tiny?” asks the barman.

“Because he’s my newt.”)

We also stopped briefly on a bridge where we saw the Swiss group studying something. A

purple heron not too far from the road. And on the other side, spoonbills with black and white

storks and cormorants.
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Afternoon and evening

We took a short walk along the river banks, but it wasn’t very productive bird wise in the

middle of the day. Still, green-veined white butterflies were puddling and we saw more green

lizards.

As the day progressed, we moved further up on to the plateaus, where Yordan and Phil went

on a chase for an Eastern Bonelli’s warbler. Lynne and Chris held back from the stream-

vaulting, but were rewarded with good views of a black stork washing and preening itself close

by.

New bird species:

Spoonbill, purple heron, Egyptian vulture, griffon vulture, short-toed eagle, little owl,

woodlark, sand martin, Eastern Bonelli’s warbler, Eastern Orphean warbler, whitethroat,

subalpine warbler, blue rock thrush, linnet
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Day Six: Thursday, 18 April

Morning

We visited the ancient city of Perperikon today, but on the way bumped into some souslik and

an Isabelline wheatear by the side of the road, and an Egyptian vulture overhead.

Moving on to the cultural higlight of the day though, Perperikon was carved out of the rock

face by the Thracians and famous for the oracle who foresaw victory to Alexander the Great

and, later, Augustus (Octavian). For such an incredible place in European history, it was only

really excavated in the last twenty years and receives very few visitors. Indeed, it was just us

and one other family. And the black-eared wheatears and some sort of ruby-tailed wasp!

Walking around the site we came across more newts and frogs in one of the city's water tanks,

and by a green lizard in poor health and some irises was a contraption carved from stone that

we speculated as to its former use. Something to do with wine perhaps?
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Continuing the Thracian theme, we next visited the equally under-visited sanctuary of Tatul,

where two sarcophaguses are cut into the summit of a megalith. Both sites offered

commanding views of the Eastern Rhodope landscape.
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Lunch

We paused in Krumovgrad for lunch, a town named after the Bulgarian khan, Krum (he of

drinking from skulls, whose image was in the calendar of rulers in the roadside café two days

before). A pleasant enough town, it now has some rather unloved gold mines outside the city.

It’s a good place though for the jackdaw, which here is the soemmerringii subspecies, with the

pale half-collar on the back of the neck. The river also brought us a little ringed plover.

Afternoon

We meandered back to our hotel, following the river, and adding bee-eaters (which were late

back with the funny spring we had) and a lovely sighting of a fox.
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Returning to the feeding station, we had another go at sombre tit, and this time got lucky at a

spot some metres from where we were yesterday. Back at the hotel we had a quick walk down

by the river, looking up again at the niches carved into the stone and also spotting a black stork

nest.

New bird species:

Goosander, booted eagle, marsh harrier, Montagu’s harrier, peregrine falcon, little ringed

plover, alpine swift, bee-eater, jackdaw, sombre tit, lesser whitethroat, Isabelline wheatear
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Day Seven: Friday, 19 April

Morning

Having checked out of Complex Arda, we were heading back north-west today, towards Sofia,

but not before a NE detour to try for a pair of Imperial eagles. Whilst accepting they’re in no

way guaranteed, we not only saw a pair in flight, but also the ground squirrel (souslik) and

hare which are key parts of their diet. And once they were gone, Phil sat down for some snaps

of a lively crested lark.
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Not that much further down the road we visited the very successful lesser kestrel nesting

project, which also brought us Syrian woodpecker and more Spanish sparrows.

Quite the detour and, whilst we were too early for masked shrike, we celebrated an end to the

wonders of the Rhodope with a stop for another macchiato at the brilliant petrol stations in

Bulgaria, which I’d forgotten to mention earlier. No one bought any of the local music CDs

though, which I’m sure everyone regretted once back home. Then it was into the car and onto

the motorway, north-east towards a Thracian tomb and lunch.
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Lunch

We stopped near the river Maritsa to visit a newly excavated tomb. Unfortunately, a bit too

new, as they’d not opened it yet and were busy preparing it for nearby Plovdiv becoming

European Capital of Culture (you’d have thought they’d have had time to finish it given they

started 3,000 years ago, but the pace of life here is quite relaxed). The museum was open

though, and at the back was a functioning workshop for pottery and art students. Two women

were inside and gave us a quick introduction to their work as well as some ceramic gifts.

On a walk to an observation tower we didn’t encounter much in the way of birdlife until a pair

of yellow wagtail feldegg (a.k.a black-headed), but we did spot another southern festoon and

also a copper butterfly that I identified once home as a lesser fiery copper. This has similar

European range to the festoon: the Balkans, a smidge of central-eastern Europe and Italy.
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Afternoon

Heading north to Koprivshtitsa (try say that correctly once, never mind three times), we started

climbing again and visited the rather impressive Thracian shrine/sanctuary/cult site of

Starosel. Unlike many of the tombs in the wider region, built in the plains with a domed hill

over the top, Starosel is a dome and tomb cut into the rock. As ever, we were pretty much the

only people there, inside this centuries old structure, with views over the Valley of the Thracian

Kings. Although we got lucky to have it so quiet as a party shortly arrived as we left, who had

walked up from a local winery only to find it closing.

Evening

Reaching the plateau of Koprivshtitsa the habitat changed again, with rich pasture all around.

We drove into the well preserved and extremely beautiful town, checking in to our hotel in the

centre.

New bird species:

Grey partridge, lesser spotted eagle, Eastern Imperial eagle, sparrowhawk, lesser kestrel,

whinchat
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Morning

Yordan took us on a short walk around the town, finishing at the house museum of a wealthy

Koprivshtitsa family, who, like numerous others there during the final years of the Ottoman

Empire and during the National Revival, were well connected and prosperous merchants. Just

outside the hotel we had our best views of two familiar birds to English folk – redstarts and

bullfinch.
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It was then time to return to Sofia, but skipping the city to first visit Vitosha mountain and its

national park.

We stopped by the 1 0th century Boyana church, although being a Saturday it was impossible to

get in, it only allowing eight at a time for ten minutes each. Still, it’s surrounding trees were

great for nuthatch! And under the ski lift, whilst trying to get a lunch spot, Yordan saw middle

spotted woodpecker in the car park. The local footballer and his footballer’s wife wasn’t as

impressed by this as he drove in with his enormous Chelsea tractor, upset as our birding

delayed his own feeding.

Lunch

We stopped at a pleasant and unassuming tavern in the park, where we had some of the

tastiest food of the trip. So often the case.

Then, driving back into Sofia, that was journey’s end. We said our goodbyes at Hotel Arte,

leaving you to prepare for a night at the Sofia opera.

From Yordan and I, thanks very much for joining us, and do scoll down for the bird list.

New bird species:

Pallid swift, middle spotted woodpecker, nuthatch.



Bird Species List

Nb. bear in mind that the Birds Plus trips aren’t designed for 1 2 hours a day birding and

running around, so the numbers are always lower than a pure birding tour in the same region.

201 9 was also a funny year, weather wise, and migration was late.

Seen: 1 21

1 . Mute swan

2. Mallard

3. Goosander

4. Grey partridge

5. Little grebe

6. Dalmatian pelican

7. Great cormorant

8. Bittern

9. Little egret

1 0. Great egret

1 1 . Grey heron

1 2. Purple heron

1 3. White stork

1 4. Black stork

1 5. Eurasian spoonbill

1 6. Egyptian vulture

1 7. Griffon vulture

1 8. Lesser spotted eagle

1 9. Short-toed eagle

20. Booted eagle

21 . Eastern Imperial eagle

22. Marsh harrier

23. Montagu’s harrier

24. Common buzzard

25. Long-legged buzzard

26. Sparrowhawk

27. Northern goshawk

28. Common kestrel

29. Lesser kestrel

30. Peregrine falcon

31 . Little ringed plover

32. Black-headed gull

33. Little gull

34. Yellow-legged gull

35. Woodpigeon

36. Collared dove

37. Turtle dove

38. Common cuckoo

39. Little owl

40. Alpine swift

41 . Pallid swift

42. European bee-eater

43. Eurasian hoopoe

44. Middle spotted woodpecker

45. Lesser spotted woodpecker

46. Syrian woodpecker

47. Great spotted woodpecker

48. Green woodpecker

49. Grey-headed woodpecker

50. Woodchat shrike

51 . Eurasian jay

52. Spotted nutcracker

53. Western jackdaw som.

54. Hooded crow

55. Northern raven

56. Magpie

57. Coal tit

58. European crested tit

59. Sombre tit

60. Marsh tit

61 . Willow tit

62. Blue tit

63. Great tit

64. Long-tailed tit

65. Woodlark

66. Skylark

67. Crested lark

68. Calandra lark

69. Sand martin

70. Crag martin

71 . Barn swallow

72. Red-rumped swallow

73. House martin

74. Western yellow wagtail

75. White wagtail

76. Grey wagtail

77. White-throated dipper

78. Whinchat

79. Blue rock thrush

80. Northern wheatear

81 . Isabelline wheatear

82. Black-eared wheatear

83. Eastern Bonelli’s warbler

84. Chiffchaff

85. Blackcap

86. Lesser whitethroat

87. Common whitethroat

88. Eastern Orphean Warbler

89. Subalpine Warbler

90. Common firecrest

91 . Goldcrest

92. Eurasian wren

93. Eurasian nuthatch

94. Eurasian treecreeper

95. Short-toed treecreeper

96. Common starling

97. Ring ouzel alpestris

98. Common blackbird

99. Song thrush

1 00. Mistle thrush

1 01 . European robin

1 02. Nightingale

1 03. European pied flycatcher

1 04. Black redstart

1 05. Common redstart

1 06. European stonechat

1 07. House Sparrow

1 08. Spanish Sparrow

1 09. Tree Sparrow

1 1 0. Dunnock

1 1 1 . Chaffinch

1 1 2. Goldfinch

1 1 3. Hawfinch

1 1 4. Bullfinch

1 1 5. Greenfinch

1 1 6. Linnet

1 1 7. Red crossbill

1 1 8. Serin

1 1 9. Cirl Bunting

1 20. Corn Bunting

1 21 . Yellowhammer




